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The object of this invention is to provide an in 
strumentality permitting the expeditious and in 
expensive determination of whether a heated ap 
pliance has a desired minimum temperature at 
some selected portion thereof. The instrumen 
tality may be in the form'of a thin sheet or strip 
which when brought into momentary contact with 
the appliance will, if the latter atv the point of 
application is at the critical temperature, under 
go a change, preferably irreversible in its nature, 
indicating the fact. Many ‘appliances used in the 

face of the iron‘element without local cold spots‘. I 
Likewise there should be a uniform pressure be 

- tween the cooperating parts, such as the support 
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arts utilize a heated platen‘, roll or like pressure ' 
element cooperating with a counter-pressure ele 
ment. Such embodiment of my invention as is 

_ about to be described is one which is particularly 
- adapted to test such' appliances as it may be in- ' 

troduced into or fed through the bite of such 
a pressure couple and will serve to give an indi 
cation of whether the parts are in proper mutual 
relation at such bite in the locality of the. test, 
and if so, whether locally of proper temperature. 
As a large ?eld for application of the invention 

. is found in connection with laundry ironing ma 
chinery, for the sake of the convenience of a 
speci?c description but by way of example only 
and without limitation thereto except as the con 
text otherwise indicates, the following descrip 
tion is speci?cally of its application to the testing 
of such machinery, and for the same reasons ex 
amples-of such machinery are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawing which is referred to inv 
the following description and wherein: . 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary-perspective view of a 
‘ ?at-work ironer about to be tested to determine 
whether the parts are at 
temperature; -_ . 

Fig. 2 is a perspective of a garment press; and 
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary section of the test ?lm 

utilized in making the observations,v the illus 
tration, however, being unrealistic and diagram 
matic. 
In Fig. 1 of the drawing there is illustrated a 

?at-work ironing machine of the type compris 
ing a number of padded rolls 6 operating in con 
junction with cooperating pressure elements 8 

the proper operating 
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and the iron in Fig. '2, or between the rolls 6 and 
the chest 8 against which it works in Fig. l, with 
out local excessive clearances, since in such cases, 
even although the actual temperature of the 
heated element at that point might be correct, 
the work would not be treated in the same man 
ner as in those locations where the pressure is 
correct. . . 

In accordance with the invention indicating 
means is provided in the form of a ?lm-like sheet 
or strip of slight thickness, so cheap as to be ex 
pendible for a single use, and which may be placed 
in or fed through the bite of the cooperating 

. parts and which at the critical temperature will 
be subject to a sharply de?ned change in ap 

' pearance when and if in ?rm heat-conducting 
relation to theseparts, as will be the case when 
they are at optimum operative contact, the film 
because of its thin sheet-like character permitting 
its introduction into the close bite of the mechan 
ically opposed parts without di?iculty. 

es Referring now to Fig. 3, there may be utilized a 
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inthe form of steam chests. The work is fed- - 
between the roll and the steamchests. In Fig. 2 
there is shown a garment press comprising a pad- - 
ded base In over which the garment to be pressed 
is spread and‘a swinging heated pressure element’ 
or iron I 2 which may be lowered against, the same 
to effect the pressingor ironing operation. An 
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optimum temperature for operation of such iron- - 
ing machines is 330° n, and this temperature 

thin ?lm-like base ll conveniently of paper hav 
ing a colored surface in the sense‘that it is of 
such color over all or a part of its area as to 
contrast sharply in hue and shade with the coat 
ing or'obscuring stratum hereinafter referred to._ 
In the annexed claims for the sake of clearness 
and to distinguish from the coating ?lm I have 
referred to this base as “paper," using the word 
in an exemplary sense. This base is covered by 
an obscuring ?lm I. comprising a ?nely divided 
solid substance which will melt sharply at the 
desired temperature and which is preferably dis 
persed in_a binding material as illustrated di 
agrammatically in Fig. 3 of the drawing by a 
stippling of the layer It although preferably not 
entirely immersed in such binding material, as 
hereinafter more fully explained. The general 
‘principle of operation is that the ?nely divided 
solid substance obscures, and preferably com 
pletely hides,- the colored surface of the paper 
immediately beneath the same, but on being sub 
.iect momentarily to the critical temperature of 
the solid material melts and becomes‘ su?iciently 
translucent to disclose the contrasting color of 
the Paper base hitherto obscured. Thus, by way 
of example, for the particular requirements of 
laundry machines the following materials and 
organization are suitable. 'I'he'base may be a 
Paper, conveniently of the coated type, of a dark 

should be uniform throughout the operative sur- til-blue color on one side to which the obscuring 
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stratum it has been applied as in initially ?uid, 
coatable material obtained by grinding dextro 
mannitol (CsHuOc) with a solution of polystyrene 
resin in propylene dichloride. The resulting 
coating compound may be spread upon the paper. 
base II and on evaporation of the propylene di 
-chloride a layer is deposited which is adherent 
to the paper and which comprises the ?nely di 
vided mannitol distributed throughout the body 
of the resin binder and preferably exposed at the 
face of the coating layer, the whole forming a 
substantially opaque coating effectively obscur 
ing the colored face of the paper It beneath. To 
illustrate further by a speci?c example, a mix 
ture of approximately twenty-eight parts of the 
binder to seventy~two parts of the mannitol by’ 
dry weight may be prepared with sumcient sol 
vent to permit effective coating by known types 
of coating machines and applied to a thickness 
corresponding to six pounds of dry residue of 
crystal and binder per ream of 480 sheets, 24 by 
36 inches in size. The resultant coating ?lm is 
about one-half mil thick. ‘While thicker coat 
ings are possible, certain disadvantages attend 
their use, and I recommend coatings of less than - 
two mils in thickness. 
Such a product P as illustrated in Fig. 3 may 
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Mannitol, as above referred to, is very suitable 

for laundry work. It melts at the desired tem 
perature. It will be noted further that it is non 
volatile, non-toxic,,inodorous, colorless and wat 
er-soluble. If any part of the material is trans 
ferred to the appliance and hence to the clothes, 
there will either be no noticeable stain or one 
readily removed-by ordinary washing methods; 
Since the material may be and preferably is 
partly emersed from the binder, as hereinafter 
explained, it is desirable to wipe the appliance 

’ clean after the test although the coating as a 
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conveniently be supplied in the form of a tape. - 
A characteristic method of use is illustrated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 we may assume that the 
roll 6 is stopped and strips of the tape-like prod 
uct P of sufficient length may be inserted at vari 
ous points along the length of the roll, usually at 
the ‘middle and adjacent either end, with the coat 
ed face outward so that when the roll is turned 
over, the strips will be carried around with the 
coated surface presented to the heated chest 
against which the roll works. The ends of the 
strips may be tucked into the usual cover ?aps in 
order to cause them to move with the roll. The 
mannitol melts sharply at about 328° F., substan 
tially the desired operating temperature of the 
mechanism, whereas the resin binder will be sub 
stantially unaffected by such temperature. (My 
observations set the melting point at 328° F.; 
some authorities, however, state it to be 166° C.) 
Therefore, if the surface temperature of the 
heated chest is high enough, such melting takes 
place at those locations where adequate contact 
is had between the parts, and the layer it at that 
point, while persisting as such on the face of 
the paper base It, becomes translucent in the 
manner hereinafter more fully explained, per: 
mitting the dark colored face of the paper to be 
viewed therethrough. Thus by asingle ‘pass of 
the test paper P through the bite of the cooper 
ating elements it is disclosed whether the heat 
ing element is as hot as desiredand whether 
proper contact is made between the parts at the 
location where the test is made. Uusually it is 
su?lcient to make a test as shown mm. 1, as u 
the results are positive adjacent the ends of the 
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whole is not softened at the temperature ‘in 
volved to such a degree as to become sticky and 
itself to "offset” to the iron or to be separated 
from the paper base I! on which it is mounted. 
The choice ‘of materials exempli?ed by the 

speci?c example given results from the applica 
tion of‘ certain principles hereinafter more fully 
discussed. The fundamental requirement is a 
meltable substance which will melt sharply at the 
required temperature, conveniently and prefer 
ably a single chemical compound. Such a sub 
stance ordinarily would be sought among crys 
tals for crystalline purity would ordinarily be 
necessary‘to insure adequate sharpness of nielt— 
ing point. Such crystals, however, as are ob 
tained from solution by ordinary methods are not 
generally useful as such. In - other words, a 
crystalline material having the requisite melting 
point would‘not in the form as produced from a 
solution, by ordinary methods and in which it 
ordinarily would be procuredfrom a dealer in 

, chemical suppliesbe usable as- such. We are 

315') 
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roll and at a middle point, the contact may be- . . 
considered as adequate throughout the length 
of the bite. . 

. Referring to Fig. 2, theimethod there is sub 
stantially similar. _'I‘hree strips of the tape' P 
are stretched upon the padded support ll along 

1' not concerned with piling up a thick layer of 
granular materialhsay an eighth of an inch or 
more deep, but on the contrary with producing 
an obscuring ?lm not more than a few thou 
sandths of an inch thick. Crystals of substantial 
size have relatively low capacity, and, although 
.in a popular sense small,‘ have a relatively low 
peripheral surface relative to their volume. v‘Be 
ing‘l'in themselvesof relatively low opacity and 
of poor. light-re?ecting power, they therefore 
would have poor hiding or obscuring qualities 
in thezthin layer which it is commercially prac 
ticable and desirable to use. To increase the sur 
face area available and render a minimum coat 
ing of the crystals as opaque as possible, resort 
may be had to a ?ne'grinding so that the transi 
tion from the solid and opaque form to the ?uid 
and therefore translucent form maybe sharply 
visible. In other words, while the' material is 
crystalline, it is not utilized in the form of ordi 
nary commercial crystals but is suitably trltu 
rated. 'This desired ?ne comminutio'n of the . 
material I shall hereinafter express by referring 
to it as “impalpable,” which in the usual case 
will also be lexicographically correct as the re 
sultant particles would not be gritty to the vtouch. 
Crystalsaremostreadilyreducedtothis?ne. 
state if ground in a rather ‘viscous medium such 
asthevehiclebywhich theyare securedtothe 
paper base. Reverting to a speci?c example,vthe 
grinding of such a crystal as mannitol should 

’ be such thatsubstantially' none of the resulting 
particles exceed three‘mils in diameter and the 

'maiorportionsarelessthantwomils. Ingen 
the length thereof conveniently at the’ middle ‘ 
and at either side with the coated surface up 
ward and the iron I! is momentarily lowered. 
The result of the test will de?nitely dei'lerrniitlev 
whether the temperature is suillciently high and 
whether the adjustment of the padding is cor 
rect for emcient use. _ - 
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"eral increased ?neness promotes ease of applica 
tion,increaseshidingpowerandpe§mitsthe 
thickness of the coating to beminimized as is 
hignlydesirable. Inthecaseofthesixpounds 
per ream coating above referred to, much the 
greater portion-of the particles should exceed‘ 
but little one-half mil in diameter. 
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The groundl'crystal, whether ground in the 

'dissolved binding material as hereinafter re 
ferred to, is in any 'event preferably dispersed in 
an appropriate solution of the binder to form a 
composition which may be applied to the paper 
in the manner of a paint and wherein the ground 
crystal corresponds to the pigment and wherein 
a binder is present which holds the particles 
after the "paint” has “dried" and a vehicle or 
solvent for the binder to render the material 
?uent and capable of being spread on the paper 
backing as a coating. The proportions of the 
binder and crystal are preferably such that in 
the dried coating the solid material is not com 
pletely immersed and this is particularly im- - 
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layer of'meltable solid involved but a more pro 
longed exposure is not, however, excluded. The 
change in form is essentially irreversible, and 
after the m terial has once melted it does not 
return to e state in which it functions as an 
obscuring layer, at least within such ordinary 
limitations of time as would be of signi?cance 
in practical use. 
Reference is made in the preceding description 

to certain materials and their melting points in 
degrees Fahrenheit are given. With these mate 

I rials in practically available states of purity a 

portant if the refractive index of the solid ma- _ 
terial and the binder are closely similar, but on 
the contrary the crystal particles are partly 
emersed at the surface presenting a multiplicity ‘ 
of light-re?ecting surfaces with resultant ob 
scuring of thecolor of the paper base. 
Such coatings as described when applied to 

the paper base and solidi?ed give a uniform ob 
scuring ?lm which when viewed with the naked 
eye (megascopically) appears homogeneous. 
In selecting the binder and the vehicle above 

referred to, neither- the binder nor the solvent 
therefor should dissolve or chemically react with 
the solid material or modify the melting charac 
teristics thereof. Thus, notably, in the case of 
a water-soluble crystal the vehicle should not be 
an aqueous one. It is desirable that the binder 
as deposited from the solution should have re 
fractive properties substantially different from 
those of the solid material to enhance the opaque 
character of the obscuring layer although this is 
of less importance if, as recommended above,. 
the solid material is in part emersed from the 
?nal coating. The binder should- be resistant to 
the temperature involved._ Thus in the example 
given the'polystyrene resin does not markedly 

. minimum temperature. 
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soften or becomev objectionably sticky at tem- ~ 
peratures well over 330“ F. so that there is little 
danger of its being lifted from the paper base 
and adhering to the iron. Propylene dichloride, 
the solvent utilized, while adapted to the par-, 
ticular example given, is of quite extended utility 
.as it is readily evaporated and is chemically in 
ert .to or a non-solvent of a considerable number 
of crystal materials in contrast, for example, to 
ethyl alcohol or water. ' 

Obviously it is impossible to catalog materials 
which could be used, either asthe solid meltable 

, constituent, the binder therefor or the solvent 
for the latter, as the choice will vary in accord-' 
ance with'the ?eld of use and the critical tem 
perature at which test results are desired. A 
skilled chemist will be able to supply certain 
suitable materials in the light of the foregoing 
principles and in accordance with the needs of 
the special case without the need of experiment 
itself of an inventive nature. As examples of 
simple chemical compounds which might be used , 
as the crystal component I may instance adipic 
acid .(CGHIOOO melting at ‘300° F.-, gallic 'acid 
(CwHOs) melting at 450° F., and phenolphthalein 
(010111404) melting at 495° F. It is obvious, fur 
thermore, that certain materials would be oper 
ative but would be of little utility practically ' 
because there would be no particular commercial 
demand for the test of a mechanism at the tem 
perature corresponding to their'melting points. 

It will be noted that the test given is of a mini 
mum temperature. It is effective, on a short 
exposure to heat because of the thinness of the 
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_ ature (the eutectic point) ‘in the same manner ‘ 
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close approach to such a temperature is commer 
ci'ally attainable and preferably for ordinary uses 
there should be a sharp change between a sub 
stantially obscured color to a fully disclosed color 
within a relatively small temperature range, say 
about 5° F., although a more. gradually mani 
fested change in color might in some instances .' 
be desirable for certain users. 
The device as described operates only on a 

If it is desired to ob 
serve also whether a maximum temperature is 
exceeded, test papers embodying substances melt 
ing at different but neighboring temperatures 
may be employed, and when, the one‘ voperating 
at the lower temperature changes color but the 
other does not, the temperature of the appliance 
will be between the two, that is, the observation 
will be like that of the "go” and “no go" points 
of a linear dimension gauge. , 
'While a simple chemical compound is to be 

preferred, if no compound of the proper charac~ 
terlstics is readily available, satisfactory results 
may be obtained by a mixture of pure com 

, pounds, and for simplicity reference will be made 
to a two. component mixture, that is, a mixture 
of two compounds.‘ In general if two crystalline 
materials are mixed, all or a portion of the mix 
ture will pass into a ?uid stage at some tempera 
ture di?erent from the melting point of either 
pure. crystal alone, and in many instances this 
temperature will be lower than the melting points 
of either of vthe pure crystals. There is therefore. 
the possibility ‘of obtaining a desired point and 
range of thermal response-by varying the .in 
gredients, and their proportions, opening a field 
of 'speci?c invention only partially explored. 
Broadly the following aspects may be pointed out. 

Certain solid substances, when mixed in defi 
nite proportions, form a eutectic mixture wherein 
the two'will meltv at a ‘definite minimum temper 

as a simple substance, and this melting point 
will usually be‘di?erent from the melting point 
of either substance alone. Suitable‘ crystals in 
proportions forming such - a eutectic .lmixture , 

would be utilizable ”as the solid vmeltablecon» 
stituent in carrying out the invention to provide 
an indication of a minimum'temperature corre 
sponding to such eutectic point. ' " 1 

In other cases, when the two substances form’ 
' a solid solution, the mixture when heated to a 
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certain minimum‘ temperature will commence to 
'pass into the liquid phase, the liquid phase hav 
ing a different percentage composition from the 
remaining solid phase. If the percentage pro 
portions are plotted vagainst temperature, the 
well known solidus and liquidus curves reault and 
the distance on the temperature axis "-‘for any 
given composition represents the melting point 
range'of the mixture. In some cases there is a 
region in which these curves approach concur-_ 

Qrency within a small range of temperature. 
_ Therefore, a mixture of such substances within 
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particular proportions would correspond to a , 
melting temperature su?iciently de?nite to ful?ll 
the requirements as to melting point for useful 
application to the uses of the invention. 
While I have referred to these two cases known 

to exist as physical phenomena, it will be appar 
ent that from a practical point of view it is not 
important whether we have a case of a eutectic 
mixture or a case of a mixture wherein the 
liquidus and solidus curves closely approach each 
other within a very limited range provided the 
adequate sharpness of response is in fact attained 

' at a desired temperature. 

As an example of a two-component crystalline 
mixture useful for the'purposes of the invention 
I may instance a mixture of 33% of mannitol 
with 67% of sucrose. The melting point of the 
former is about 328° F. and of the latter about 
366° F. The mixture, prepared and used as here 
in described, gives a usefully sharp indication‘ 
point of 304° F. I believe. that this mixture is an 
example of a eutectic mixture since thefmelting 
point thereof appears to be as sharp as. that of 
either of the components, whereas other mixtures 
of these components which will also melt at about 
304° F. have a much broader threshold of in 
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cipient melting. However, the empirical result is ' 
as stated'whatever the accurate description of 
the physical facts,‘ involved, and such a mixture 
is useful to provide an indication atv the tempera 
ture given. Another example of a useful two 
component mixture is 70% adipic acid, which 
itself melts at approximately 300° F., and 30% 
mannitol, the mixture giving a'practically sharp 
indicationat 286° F. 
These examples indicate the adaptability of 

mixed crystals to indicate a temperature whereat 
no suitable single crystal would function,,and 
show the possibility of providing a series of in 
dicating papers covering a considerable range of 
temperatures byv rather narrow steps. " 

It might be added that the solid material used, 
besides being sharply meltable and, when applied 
as described insoluble in and non-reactive with 

,- the vehicle, should be of good permanence and 
not affected by atmospheric conditions. For in 
stance, the material, and particularly water-solu 
ble material, should not be deliquescent, by which , 
is meant that it should not absorb water from 
the atmosphere to such an extent as to impair its 
effectiveness for the particular conditions of use. 
In the case of a laundry, for example, where the 
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humidity is high, it must be non-hygroscopic to ' 
the extent that its non-melting point is not af 

'~ erected by reasonably prolonged exposure to at 
mospheres of eighty percent relative humidity as 
the opaque character of the tat paper might 
then be impaired'or lost prior to use. The state 
ment that the solid material should be insoluble 
in the solid binder or'itsvehicle signi?es, of 
course, that it ‘is not soluble in these materials 
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possible resultant product is to be contrasted 
with one embodying the thin, mechanically stable 
?lm of high obscuring capacity contemplated by 
my invention. I am also aware that it has been 
proposed to utilize a bulky mass of meltable 
material superposed on some indicator and de 
signed either to melt and run away or, if retained 

_ in position, by its alternating fusion and solidi? 
cation either to permit the inspection of such an 
indicator or to hide it by an interposed solid 
mass. Sympathetic inks'of which the ingredients 
undergo a chemical change with a change of 
color at a more or less definite temperature are 
well known. . 

I am aware‘ that the invention may be em 
bodied in other speci?c forms without departing > 
from the spirit or essential attributes thereof, 
and I therefore desire the present embodiment to 
be considered in all respects as illustrative and 
not restrictive; reference being had to the ap 
pended claims rather than to the foregoing de 
scription to indicate the scope of the invention. 

I claim: . ' 

1. An instrumentality for determining whether 
an appliance has an effectiveminimum temper 

' ature comprising a paper base having a‘colored 
face covered by a ?lm of a color different from 
the base and normally obscuring the latter, which 
?lm comprises an adhesive binder non-fusible at 
the said ' minimum temperature which retains 
distributed therethroug'h a light-intercepting as 
semblage of impalpable particles of a substance 
which melts at the said minimum temperature 
thereby causing it to become transpicuous to re 
veal the color of the underlying base. 

2. An instrumentality for determining whether I 
an appliance has an effective minimum temper 
ature comprising a paper base having a colored 
face covered by an obscuring ?lm consisting of a 
matrix of binding material having distributed 
therethrough ?ne solid particles of a substance 
of sharply de?ned melting point corresponding 
to said minimum temperature, the binding ma 
terial being substantially inert with respect to 
said substance and substantially permanent at - 
the melting point thereof, the substance and the 
binder being of substantially different light-re 
fracting capacity, a ?lm becoming transpicuous 
to reveal the color of the base when the instrw 
_mentality is‘ brie?y exposed to such minimum 
temperature. 

3. An instrumentality for determining whether ' 
an appliance has an effective minimum temper 
ature comprising a paper base having a colored‘ 
face covered by a megascopically homogenous 

_ obscuring ?lm consisting of an adhesive binder 

at any temperature below the ‘normal tempera- . 
tures of mixing or below the melting Point of 
the crystal. It is immaterial if the material when . 
lique?ed is absorbed or otherwise unites with the 
binder provided no chemical reaction takes place 
which would '. produce a reaction product e?ec 
tlvely destructive of the desired translucency of 
the initially obscuring stratum. I 

I am aware that it has been proposed to pro 
vide an indicating instrumentality by causing a 
heat-sensitive material to crystallize out from a 
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solution‘on a can'ier'element. Such‘a proceeding - 
is most favorable to the ‘origin and growth of 
largecrystal masses-in sparse distribution and the 

retaining in substantially uniform dispersion over 
said face ?nely divided solid particles of a sub 
stance of a sharply de?ned melting point corre 
sponding to said minimum temperature, the par 
ticles being partially emersed from said adhesive 
to provide a multiplicity of refractive surfaces, 
the binding material being substantially inert 
with respect to said substance and substantially 
permanent at themelting point thereof, the ?lm 
becoming transpicuous to reveal the color. of the 
base when the instrumentality is brie?y exposed 
to such minimum temperature. - 

4. An instrumentality for determining whether 
an appliance has an effective minimum temper 
ature comprising a paper base having a colored 
face covered by a megascopically homogeneous 
obscuring ?lm consisting of an adhesive binder 
retaining in substantially uniform dispersion over 
said face an impalpably subdivided substance of 
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' terials of said appliance and to the work treated‘ sharply de?ned melting point corresponding to _ 
said minimum temperature, the binding material 
being substantially inert with respect to said sub 
stance and substantially'permanent at the melt 
ing point thereof, the ?lm becoming transpicuous 
to reveal the color of the base when the instru 
mentality is brie?y exposed to such minimum 
temperature. - 

5. An instrumentality for determining whether 
an appliance has an effective minimum temper 
ature comprising a paper base having a colored 
face covered by an obscuring ?lm not greater 

_ than three mils in thickness comprising an inert 
adhesive binder which retains therein an effec 
tively light-intercepting stratum of crystalline_~ 
material which melts'at the desired temperature 
to become transpicuous whereby to reveal they 

7 color of the base, such material being present in 
the ‘form of discrete particles, substantially none 
of which exceed three mils in mean diameter and 
the major portion of which is less than two mils 
in mean diameter. - 

6. ,An instrumentality for determining whether 
'an appliance has an effective minimum temper 
ature comprising apaper base having a colored - 
face covered by an obscuring ?lm consisting of 
an inert adhesive binder retaining in substan 
tially uniform dispersion a mixtureof crystalline 
materials which within a temperature. range 
closely approximating such minimum tempera- ' 
ture will melt substantially as one to cause the 
?lm to become transpicuous to reveal the color 
of the 'base. ‘ ‘ 

'7. An instrumentality for determining whether 
an'appliance has an effective minimum temper 
ature comprising a paper base having a colored 
face covered by an obscuring ?lm consisting of 
an inert adhesive binder retaining insubstan 
tially uniform dispersion a eutectic mixture of 
crystalline materials which will melt at the de~l 
sired temperature to cause the ?lm to become 
transpicuous to reveal the color of the base. 

thereby and having a melting point correspond 
.ing substantially to‘ the desired minimum temper 

‘ ature of the appliance, which particles are se 
cured to said face in collocation to provide an 
obscuring ?lm thereover by means of a_- solidi?ed 
adhesive chemically‘ indifferent thereto and it 
self resistant to said temperature which ?lm‘ on 
the melting of said substance becomes trans 
picuous to reveal the color of the base. 

10. A thermosensitive testing instrumentality 
for use on- laundry ironers comprising a paper 
base having a colored face over which is secured 
generally‘ discrete particles of ?nely powdered 
mannitol, which will melt at substantially 328° 

_ F., collocated to provide an obscuring ?lm over 
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said face which ?lm on the melting of said sub 
stance becomes transpicuous to reveal the color 
of the base. 

11. A-thermosensitive testing instrumentality 
for use in determining whetherv an appliance has ‘ 
attained a minimum temperature of substantially 
304° F. comprising a paper base having a colored 
face over which is secured an intimate mixture 
of generally discrete particles of ?nely powdered 
sucrose and mannitol in the proportions of about 
two parts of the former to one of the latter and 
collocated to provide an, obscuring ?lm over said 
face which film on the melting of said substance 
becomes transpicuous to reveal the color of the 
baSe. '} I I 

12. A, thermosensitive testing in'struméntality 
for. determining whether an appliance has an 
effective minimum temperature comprising a 
paper base having‘ a colored face normally ob 

~ scured by a multiplicity of ?nely divided par 
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8. A coatable compositionv for heat testing , 
comprising a suspension of a ?nely divided, sharp 
ly melting, non-deliquescentsubstance in a solu 
tion of binding material, both'the binding ma 
terial and its solvent being chemically inert to 
said substance and incapable of substantially dis 

‘ solving the same, the composition when applied 
‘ as a coating forming on evaporation of the sol- ' 
vent a ?lm megascopically homogeneous and 
substantially opaque and wherein the binding 
material is substantially ‘permanent at the-melt; 
ing point of the substance. 

9. ‘A thermosensitive testing instrumentality 
for heated laundry appliances comprising a‘ paper 
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. substantially to the desired operatingv tempera; 
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ticles adhering thereto and-collocated as a sub-v 
stantially continuous ?lm thereover, said par 
ticles consisting of-an intimate mixture of crys- ' 
talline ‘materials which within a temperature 
range closely approximating su'ch minimum tem 

' perature will melt substantially as one to cause 
the ?lm to-become transpicuous to reveal the 
color of the base. 

13. The method of determining coinstantane 
ously the operative conditions of the elements of 
a heated couple which are pressed closely to 
gether to receive the work between them which 
comprises causing the couple to close ,on a thin, 
freely ?exible pellicle havingan at least partly 
colored surface covered by an obscuring ?lm 
which'at a critical temperature corresponding 

ture becomes transparent to reveal said surface 
whereby local changes are effected-indicative of 

1 the degree _of local opposition of the surfaces and 
base having a colored face, discrete particles of ' 
a non-volatile, non-deliquescent, water-soluble, 
substantially colorless powder inert to the inaf 

the effective temperature of the properly opposed 
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